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AUSTIN, TEXAS, USA, November 16,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- According

to new research published by

commercial real estate (CRE) platform

MyEListing.com, the CRE sector is

currently navigating a transformative

period influenced by the recent surge

in 10-year Treasury yields, hitting a 16-

year peak of over 5%. This economic

shift has far-reaching implications,

particularly for borrowing costs and

the CRE market.

"Higher Treasury yields are

reverberating through the real estate market, necessitating a reassessment of capital

investments and injecting a dose of caution among investors," says the report. As borrowing

costs increase, cap rates—the rate of return on real estate investments—are also witnessing an

upward push.

This expansion of cap rates, a direct response to the escalating baseline yields, is compelling

investors to reassess their strategies.

"The relationship between cap rates and property values is an inverse one," says the report. "As

the former climbs, the latter decreases. This is because a cap rate is like a bond yield; to get a

higher yield, you must pay less upfront for the bond, holding income constant."

Investors are now navigating this intricate landscape, adjusting their portfolios to align with the

evolving market conditions.

This shift, as a result, is prompting extended price discovery as well as a realignment in the

valuation of commercial properties across diverse sectors, including office spaces, multifamily

dwellings, retail, and industrial properties.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://myelisting.com/commercial-real-estate-news/1806/10-year-treasury-yield-versus-cre-cap-rates/
https://myelisting.com/


"The traditional robustness of CRE investments is now weighed against the heightened caution

of the market," says MyEListing.coms' report, "leading to a contraction in investment volumes

and a more vigilant approach from the investment community."

Underpinning these fluctuations are broader economic conditions, including job growth, wage

stability, and GDP expansion, which counterbalance prevailing inflation concerns. These factors

influence longer-term Treasury yields and, consequently, the CRE market. Government fiscal

policies and shifts in bond demand add further layers of complexity to the economic narrative.

Looking forward, there is an expected return to a more balanced state in Treasury yields,

particularly the 10-year. This shift would create a favorable environment for CRE values to

rebound, presenting a strategic investment window.

You can find the full report here: https://myelisting.com/commercial-real-estate-news/1806/10-

year-treasury-yield-versus-cre-cap-rates/

MyEListing.com is a national commercial real estate marketplace and data platform. Users can

sign up for free and get access to accurate local market intelligence, comp software, a national

agent directory, and more. The site also supports other players in the industry, including NAI

Global, Colliers, and Cushman & Wakefield.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/668738746

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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